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ACT ONE 

EXT OUTSIDE-NIGHT

A semi roaring past. LOUD. The headlight- Bright-  
illuminating the screen. 

INT ASPEN SPRINGS-AFTERNOON

The door swing open and see CONNOR SKYES ,about 18 with 
perfect blonde hair. With him are two security GUARDS. 

The guard’s escort Connor past the shiny corridors. Past the 
smiling and fake faces. 

They stop at reception. A DOCTOR turns around. 

Dr. Boston

Welcome to Aspen Springs. I'm Doctor 

Boston. 

Doctor Boston is about 30 with short hair. The guards release 
Conner and take a step back. 

Dr. Boston (CONT’D)

Please take his things to the Redwood 

Room. 

They nod and walk away. 

Connor (V.O.)

The Redwood Room. Is this a resort or 

a lockdown for crazies? 

Connor looks around-the place is spotless. Nurses smile at 
him. Some just stare. He continues to look around. Dr.Boston 
clears her THROAT. 



Dr. Boston 

Some rules first. You can only read 

approved literature. You can only 

write with a felt pen. 

Connor

A felt pen? 

Dr Boston

Anything that has a point can be used 

as a weapon. 

She hands him black journal. 

Dr Boston (CONT’D)

Every thought, question or concern 

will be this. Treat it like it was 

your parents. 

Connor (V.O.)

My parents. Sure.

Dr Boston

We shower every other day.

Connor

Every other..?

Dr Boston

And school starts on Monday. Any 

questions? 

Connor walks down the hallway-stopping to look in a room with 
a boy sitting on the bed. 

INT CONNOR’S BEDROOM- NIGHT- FLASHBACK

Connor is sitting on his bed. He has longer hair. Trophies 
line the wall behind him. His room is spotless. Laying next 
to him is a gun. He places it right at his heart. 
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Connor (V.O.)

If only I aimed at head I wouldn't be 

in this resort for crazies. 

Int DOWNSTAIRS

Connors MOTHER is relaxing on the couch. She stands when she 
hears the gun going off. His SISTER is laying on the floor-a 
textbook open in front of her. When she sees her mom get up, 
she removes the earbuds. 

Sister

Mom are you okay? 

Mom

I heard something. 

Int CONNORS BEDROOM- NIGHT

Connor is lying on the floor,a pool of blood next to him. 

Mom

Connor what you have done? This was an 

accident right? Look what you’ve done 

to the sheets. 

She bends down to him.not getting too close. Connor-going in 
and out of consciousness. 

Mom (CONT’D)

Cara! Call 911!

Int ASPEN SPRINGS-AFTERNOON

Connor walks down the hallway. In the middle of the floor is 
a white line. The wall to his left a yellow line. The wall to 
his right a blue line. 

A guard is waiting outside Connor walks up to him. 

Guard

Welcome home. 

Connor walks in. As across the hall a door opens.TONY calls 
the guard over. 
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Teenage boy

What's he in for? 

Guard

Shot himself. 

Teenage Boy

And survived?

Guard

He lost his mind Tony. 

TONY is the teenage boy about 18 medium brown hair. 

Tony

If you're going to lose your mind you 

want to get it back some day. Don't 

you? 

Guard

Right.  

Tony opens his door wide. We see its blue.Bright Blue. 
Pictures of fishes on the walls. 

Tony

I've lost mine a while ago. I’m not 

sure which drug did it though.  

Guard

We've all done pot. 

Tony

With heroin?  Mixed with some pills? 

I've done them all. I thought I would 

rot before my eighteenth birthday 

anyway. 
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Guard

But you didn’t and here you are. 

Tony

Maybe I'll go back to it after I get 

out of here. 

The guard looks at tony. 

Tony (CONT’D)

I'm kidding. 

The guard looks up and down the hallway. Then down at his 
watch. 

Guard

I’m on lunch. Don't do anything 

stupid. 

He leaves. Tony walks back into his room,shutting the door 
and relaxing on his bright blue bed. 

Tony (V.O.)

A cop found me lying on the floor in 

my puke. I guess that was the turning 

point. 

Int A ROOM- AFTERNOON

A picture fills the screen. A family picture with a young 
girl,a boy and two parents. Its snowing. A finger touches the 
girls cheek. There is a knock at the door. 

Nurse Anne

Vanessa? Your pills. 

Vanessa with long brown hair,opens the door,the picture still 
in her hand. The nurse hands her a cup of pills and then a 
cup of water. 
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Vanessa

Does everyone get prosaic on these 

twice daily trips. 

Nurse Anne

Yes. It helps calm everyone down. 

Vanessa

Is everyone just depressed by being 

here or is it just me?

Nurse Anne

No. A lot of patients like it here. Is 

something bothering you? 

Vanessa shuts the door in her face. She throws the picture 
across the room and sits on her bed. She places her head in 
her hands as -

Drops of blood begin to drip onto the floor. She looks down 
at her wrist. She removes the bandage. The cut-bright red and 
bleeding. She touches it and closes her eyes. 

Int REDWOOD ROOM

Connors suitcase is open and he is placing things into a 
drawer. The room is small-with two beds. A small window. 

There is a knock at the door and Connor turns to open it. 

Nurse Anne

Connor skyes? 

He nods. 

Nurse Anne (CONT’D)

I'm nurse Anne. I have your pills. 

Connor

Pills? For what? 
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Nurse Anne

Prosaic. Helps with depression,OCD,and 

most eating disorders. 

Connor

But I don't have any of those? 

She hands him a cup filled with pills and water. He takes 
them. 

Connor (CONT’D)

Two beds. Does that mean I might get a 

roommate. 

Nurse Anne 

Maybe. Usually we keep those who tried 

to.... 

Connor

Afraid we’ll make them do it to 

themselves? 

Nurse Anne

We’ll see. In a couple of months 

you’ll be good as new. 

Connor

He'd be so lucky. 

Nurse Anne

What do you mean? 

Connor

Well he'd think he drew the short 

straw. Getting to share a room with a 

suicide failure. 
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Nurse Anne

We all have flaws.

She takes the cups and closes the door. Connor looks back at 
his suitcase at a purple shirt. 

Int SCHOOL HALLWAY-FLASHBACK-

Connor,wearing the purple shirt,is slowly walking down the 
hall. Girls turns and fawn over him. Boys ,jealous,look away. 

Connor (V.O.)

If only mommy knew what her Calvin 

Kline got her. 

He stops at a locker. A pretty young girl turns around. He 
wraps his hands around her. Leans in for a kiss as-

INT REDWOOD ROOM

Connor picks up the shirt and flings it across the room. He 
goes to his dresser,ripping the clothes he neatly folded,out 
of them.he  Angrily he flips his suitcase to the ground. 

INT TONYS ROOM

Tony is sitting at his desk,writing in a black journal. Again 
a knock is heard. 

Tony

Come in. 

The door opens. 

Nurse Anne

I know you hate this. 

Tony extends his hands. 

Nurse Anne (CONT’D)

You know I have to watch you take 

them. Dr.Starr’s Orders. 

Tony

I know I know. 
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Tony takes the pills and chugs the water. Nurse Anne looks 
over at his journal. “Phillip” written across the top of a 
page. 

Nurse Anne

You're using a-

Tony

Felt pen. I know the rules. 

Nurse Anne

I'm just checking. Who is Phillip? 

Tony

An old friend. 

Nurse Anne collects the cups. 

Tony (CONT’D)

I heard some loud things coming from 

across the hall. Might wanna check on 

him. 

Nurse Anne

We wouldn't want him to go into 

isolation for two weeks. 

Tony

Oh ha-ha very funny. 

Nurse Anne leaves. Tony turns back to his journal. He 
examines his pen first. Looks deeply at the point. He shakes 
his head. 

In his journal he writes: “Phillip,my one only true friend,my 
savior. Never hurt me never coerced me. 

Tony (CONT’D)

Never lied to me either. 

INT REDWOOD ROOM

Connor lays on the bed. There is a knock at the door. 
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Connor

I don't need anymore pills. 

Gurad

We’re here to check on you. Open up. 

Connor

It’s open. 

The guard walks in and examines his room. 

Guard

First day. Everyone does it. 

He throws a pair of grey sweats on the bed. 

Guard (CONT’D)

Custom designed by Aspen Springs. 

Limited edition. 

Connor

When does this shindig really begin. 

Guard

Dr Starr wants to meet you. And we 

better hurry,I can see you're bored. 

Connor picks up the grey sweats. 

Connor

I'm supposed to wear these? 

Guard

Everyday except for Sundays and parent 

visits. 

He turns around. Connor gets up and changes pants and his 
shirt. 

Connor

These are horrendous. 
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The guard steps into the hallway with Connor, showing him 
where to go with his arm outstretched. 

Guard

Dr starrs office is on the right. 

Don't try and be pretty.I’ll Be 

standing right here. 

Connor starts walking down the hallway until he stops at a 
door. On the door is a name card. The name card reads - 
DR.STARR. 

End of act 1
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ACT TWO

Int DR.STARRS OFFICE

Dr.Starr sits at her desk. Folders and papers opened a pen 
poised in her right hand. She looks up when he enters. 

Dr Starr

Please sit down. 

Connor sits. Dr starr is about 40. Like Dr Boston she has 
short hair. 

Dr Starr (CONT’D)

Tell me. Why are you here? 

A pause. Connor looks around. Her degrees and awards line the 
wall. He shrugs. 

Dr Starr (CONT’D)

You don't know? Or you don't want to 

tell me? 

Connor shrugs again. 

Dr Starr (CONT’D)

Well. I guess its time to find out 

right? 

Connor starts fiddling with his fingers. 

Dr Starr (CONT’D)

I know you don't want to be here.my 

job is to help you find out why you're 

here.

She clasps her hands in front of her. 

Connor

It was a mistake. 
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Dr Starr

A mistake? 

Connor

Yeah. I was goofing off. 

Dr Starr

Goofing off? 

She writes on her folder. 

Connor

Yeah. And the gun,it just went off. 

He mimics it going off. 

Connor (CONT’D)

I mean I thought the safety was on and 

everything. 

Dr Starr

Why didn't you check if it was on? 

Connor

Well you think my father would have 

left it on. He's a smart man. 

Dr Starr

Your father? 

Connor gulps. She locks eyes on him. 

Dr Starr (CONT’D)

Connor. If you think this is a game-

Connor

I don't. That's the truth. 

Dr Starr

You better play harder than that. 
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She puts her elbows on the desk and leans in closer. 

Dr Starr(CONT’D)

Now tell me the truth. 

INT A ROOM-

Vanessas room. Shes managed to stop the bleeding. Her bed 
sheets-rumpled in the corner. There is a knock at the door. 

Vanessa

Just a minute. 

Gurad

Just a reminder that group is starting 

in ten minutes. 

Vanessa looks at her wall clock. 

Vanessa

Okay thanks! 

Guard

Maybe this time you'll show? 

She looks down at her wrist. She looks over at her bedsheets. 

Vanessa

Yeah. Maybe. 

She looks around her room. She leans agasint her bed. And 
closes her eyes. 

INT TONYS ROOM

His door opens and he pokes his head outside. 

Tony

Can I go to group? 

A guard who is pacing the hallway nods his head. 

Guard

Don't get lost. 
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Tony

How can I? White for the dining hall. 

Yellow for classrooms. 

Guard

And blue for the conference rooms. 

As he walks up the hallway-Dr.Starrs office door opens. 
Connor steps out with starrs hand on his shoulder. 

Dr Starr

We’ll make progress Connor I'm sure. 

She notices’s Tony. 

Dr Starr (CONT’D)

In no time you’ll come as far as tony 

has. 

She lets Connor go and looks at tony. 

Tony

Where is he on the crazy scale?  

Dr Starr

With help he’ll be fine. Heading to 

group I hope. 

Tony

Yes ma’am. Its the only thing I look 

forward to. 

She closes her door and Tony keeps walking. 

INT CONFERENCE ROOM C

Tony walks into the room. In the middle of the room are 7 
chairs-all taken except for one. 

Tony (V.O.)

Five chairs for five crazies. 
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DR Boston

Why don't we all introduce ourselves. 

Tony (V.O.)

As if we could forget. 

Going around the circle we start with a young MAN,the same 
age as Connor. 

Young man

Hi everyone I'm Stanley. 

He pushes up his glasses and looks to a GIRL-with fiery red 
hair. 

Girl

I'm Lori. 

The rest of her is dressed in black. The girl next to her is 
DAHLIA who looks very innocent. Her blonde hair done up in 
pigtails. 

Dahlia

Dahlia. 

Stanley

Who'd you screw this time dahlia? 

Dahlia

Shut up. 

Next to her is a man-long hair hanging down his face. His 
hands clasped in prayer. 

Dr Boston 

Justin. Its your turn. 

Justin looks up. Finishes off his prayer. 

Justin

Hello everyone. My name is Justin. And 

I hope the lord can-
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Lori

Okay. We get it Jesus freak. But tell 

me has he saved you? 

Dr Boston

Lori that's enough. Whose next? 

Justin

He did. By brining me here. By 

bringing all of us here. 

Huddled in the last chair rocking back and forth is TODD. His 
eyes dart nervously back and forth. He is shaking. 

Dr Boston

Todd? How bout you introduce yourself? 

He shakes his head back and forth at an almost neck breaking 
speed. 

Tony

Hi. I'm Tony. 

Dr Boston

Oh Tony! I almost forgot about you! 

Tony

Its okay. Usually everyone does. 

DR Boston

Why do you say that? 

Tony

Well my mom pretended that I existed. 

She would lock herself up with her 

slime boyfriends. 

Dr Boston

Which was your father? 
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Tony

Laid by anyone she can get her hands 

on. Married,single,loser,druggies. 

Dahlia

I hear you. 

The group looks at her. 

Tony

While she was having a good time I had 

to take care of myself. 

Dr Boston 

Did you have any siblings? 

Tony

Only son. Ma wanted another but-

The door opens. The group turns to stare at whoever disturbs 
group. Dr Boston turn as well. 

Dr Boston

Vanessa! It’s nice to see you. Come 

sit down. 

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT CONFERENCE ROOM C

Vanessa stands there as the other look at her She looks 
around for an empty seat finding one next to Tony. She walks 
over to it. 

Dr Boston

Tony do you wish to continue? 

Tony waves his hand. The room is silent. The group continues 
to stare at Vanessa as if some sort of wild creature. 

Tony
(to Vanessa)

I’m Tony. 

Lori

Oh no. We aren’t introducing ourselves 

again. 

Stanley

Why not? She’s obviously new. 

Dr Boston

Actually Vanessa has been with us for 

over two months. 

Vanessa

I’m not into the whole group help 

thing. 

The room gets quiet again. 

Dr Boston

Does anyone have anything they wanna 

talk about? 
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Tony

Guys come on. Just because a pretty 

girl walks in we all shut up. 

Stanely

A pretty girl? I thought you only like 

pretty dudes? 

Stanley gets up and starts rubbing his chest making the room 
burst out laughing. Dr.Boston smirks. 

Tony

It’s not easy being gay in a big city. 

Justin

The homosexuals will bring Armageddon 

to us. 

Dr Boston

Justin...

Justin goes back to praying,only picking his head up for this 
short outburst. 

Tony

It’s strange. 

Stanely

Wanna know something strange? I kill 

little insects. 

He gets closer to Lori. 

Stanley

I rip of legs and wings. Then watch 

them crawl. 

Lori backs away from him. 
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Stanley (CONT’D)

Watch them till they die. 

Dahlia

You are completely disgusting. 

Stanley

Meet me in my room honey. 

Stanley shrugs as Dahlia pushes him away.  

Lori

I feel like I'm already in my grave. 

Dr Boston

Why? 

Lori

I feel like I'm not good enough. Like 

I can always try harder. But I don’t. 

Dr Boston

You are good enough. You are all good 

enough. Just remember that. 

Dr Boston scribbles something into a folder. Vanessa holds up 
her arm. 

Vanessa

This is why I'm here. 

The bandage obvious. The only thing everyone can see.

Lori

A little self mutilation or shopping 

for a coffin? 

Dr Boston 

Lori. 
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Lori

What? Were all fucked up here? 

Dahlia

And a little misunderstood. 

Everyone looks at her.

Lori

That’s just you sweetheart. 

Stanley

How much did it bleed? 

Vanessa looks at him. 

Vanessa

Why...? 

Stanley

Did it make a puddle? Or just dribble? 

Dr boston closes her folder on her lap. 

Dr Boston

Okay. I think were done here. 

She starts to stand up. 

Dr Boston (CONT’D)

Good job everyone. I’ll see you all 

next week. 

She leaves. Dahlia and Lori start talking to each other. Tony 
and Vanessa walk out together into- 

Int HALLWAY

Tony stops. 

Vanessa

He is such a creep. 

She looks at Stanley who turns around a winks at her. 
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Tony

He tried to off his little brother 

once. Fucking pyscho. 

Vanessa

And Dahlia? She looks normal? 

Tony

She is. She just uses sex like it’s 

money. 

Vanessa nods. She starts walking down the hallway with tony 
following her. 

Vanessa

It was a good group. Glad I went. 

Tony laughs, shuffling his fingers through his hair.

Guard

Tony. Wrong way. 

Tony

I forget they separate us like 

animals. 

Tony stops and watches as Vanessa walks down the hallway into 
her room. She looks at him one more time before closing the 
door. Tony walks up to his room. 

Guard

And yet we still have to remind you. 

Tony

I didn’t forget. I like my men big.  

He walks into his room,winking at the guard who laughs and 
walks away. 

Int A ROOM

Vanessa is standing by the window. The picture once again in 
her hands. There is a knock at the door. She opens it. 
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Lori

It’s tough being here isn’t it? 

Vanessa

It’s not bad. 

Lori

You gotta have friends. Friends can do 

stuff for you. 

Lori walks into the room and sits on the bed. She pats it 
motioning Vanessa to sit by her. 

Lori (CONT’D)

I got this for you. Us I mean. 

She pulls out a baggie. In it are pills. 

Vanessa

This looks just like the pills-

Lori

These are much better. Stronger. 

She puts on in her mouth. Her eyes close-she moves her head. 
She loves it. 

Vanessa

I can’t. What if they catch us? 

Lori

Listen I was the depression princess 

in my family. 

Lori pulls up her shirt sleeve. Faint red lines cover her 
wrist. She puts a pill into Vanessa's hand and gets up. 

Vanessa

Who gave this to you? 

Lori

Dinner should be soon. Come sit by us. 
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Lori leaves. Vanessa looks at the pill. Pops it in her mouth. 
Flops down onto the bed. 

INT REDWOOD ROOM-

Connor is laying on his bed. He flips onto his side and a 
GIRL is there. She looks almost like Vanessa but older.Much 
older. Shes beautiful-surrounded by this white light. 

Connor

Emily? 

She flips onto her back. Her dress slipping off her 
shoulders. 

Emily

What would they say if they knew? 

Connor looks back at his door. She starts removing her dress. 
Past her legs,its on the floor now. He leans down and starts 
to kiss her as-

The INTERCOM interrupts. 

Intercom

Excuse me campers. Dinner is now 

served. 

Connor looks down. Emily is gone-vanished-.

Connor (V.O.)

Maybe I am crazy. 

He gets up and looks at himself in the mirror. 

INT HALLWAY

Doors open and people start stepping out. Everyone walking to 
the DINNING hall. Everyone except Connor. His door is still 
shut. Tony walks over to it-bumping and grinding into people. 

Tony

Hey. Hey dinner is ready. 

He continues to knock. 
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Tony (CONT’D)

If we don’t get there we get the shit 

leftovers. 

He pounds on the door until it opens. 

Connor

Okay. I heard you the first time. 

Tony looks at a wall clock. 

Tony

Dinner is never served this late. 

Heard there was a fight. 

Connor

A fight? 

Tony

On the day when I can eat like a 

horse. Okay maybe half a horse. 

He gets closer to Connor. 

Tony (CONT’D)

Okay maybe a small baby cow. 

Connor looks away,Arching his eyebrows

They walk into the-

Int DINING HALL

Split right down the middle. Boys on one side, girls on the 
other. 

Connor

They separate us? 

Tony

They think this shit food will help us 

get laid. 
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They get in line. 

Tony (CONT’D)

What they don’t know...is that we’ve 

got around it. 

They collect their food. Fish sticks that look hard. 

Connor

Got around it? 

Tony

I’ve seen plenty of male-female 

kissing. Even male-male kissing. 

They find a table and sit down. 

Tony (CONT’D)

Even some female-female kissing. 

Connor

They allow that? 

He looks at the guards and nurses enjoying their meals. 

Tony

No. We may be crazy but we need love. 

We all need to feel safe sometime. 

They start eating. It gets quiet. 

Connor

What’s safe for you?

Tony looks at him. 

Tony

Someone holding me tight even in this 

cold and sterile place.  
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Connor

No good girls around here to hold 

tight? 

Tony

It’s guys for me. Guys like you.  

Awkward silence. Tony looks around-a distant memory catching 
up to him. Vanessa walks in catching connors eye. 

Connor

Who is that? 

Tony follows his gaze. 

Tony

Vanessa. She cuts herself. Like most 

of the girls here. 

Lori seeing Vanessa waves her arms. Vanessa walks up to her 
table and sits. Dahlia is reading a magazine.

Lori

Did it work? 

Vanessa

I blacked out. Best sleep. 

LORI

I know I love them. If you ever need 

more..

Dahlia

More what? 

No one answers her. 

Dahlia (CONT’D)

Does PMS make you irritable? 

Shes reading from her magazine. 
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Vanessa

I hate it. 

Lori

I get so tired. Like I just drop to my 

knees. I hate everything more when I'm 

on it. 

Dahlia

In more ways than one. I’m always on 

my knees.

She chuckles to herself. 

Lori

You don’t eat either? 

Vanessa looks at the tray of food. 

Vanessa

It’s okay. I’ll wait for breakfast. 

Lori

You don’t want them to catch you not 

eating. 

She points to the nurses. 

Lori (CONT’D)

They’ll keep you here. Trust me I 

know. 

She pushes her tray to Vanessa who picks up a fish stick. It 
crunches in her mouth. 

Dahlia

That hottie new guy is totally looking 

at me. 
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She pushes her chest up. Rearranges her hair. Puckers her 
lips.

Lori

Mhm. Who is that. 

Dahlia

The things I would do to him. Or let  

him do to me. 

Connor turns-feeling piercing eyes in his back. The girls all 
look away and laugh. 

Lori

Vanessa. He keeps looking over here. 

Dahlia

If only they would let us....you Know. 

Lori

Vanessa. I think you have a boyfriend. 

Vanessa looks over. Connor is still staring. The intercom 
buzzes. 

Intercom

Attention campers. Lights out will be 

at ten o’clock. 

The dining hall erupts as people get up and throw away the 
hard tasting fish sticks. The nurses and guards stand by the 
doors. Everyone files out, back to their own bedroom. 

INT REDWOOD ROOM- NIGHT-

Connor is tossing and turning.the Blanket off his legs,his 
shirt tossed to the floor. 

Connor (V.O.)

It’s not my 200 thread Egyptian cotton 

but this will do. 

He flips to his side. 
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INT TONYS ROOM-NIGHT-

Tony is sleeping peacefully. He Cradles his pillow-holding it 
like a baby. 

INT VANESSAS ROOM-NIGHT-

Like Connor she tosses and turns. Her bed still bare. She 
glances up at the ceiling. 

VANESSA(V.O.)

Who is Connor? And Tony? Why are they 

here? Why are we all here? 

We fly out of her room over the rest of Aspen Springs-
everyone is sleeping. 

END OF SHOW. 
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